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Transcription

Structure of transcription factors

➡ mostly homo-dimers of two protein molecules
• bind to palindromic binding motifs
• might introduce DNA loops
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Scheme of the different operator positions on the DNA for the lac operon
and phage l. (a) Location of the main, O1, and auxiliary operators,
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Protein mediated DNA loop
Figure 1

and a protein complex that would not exist in solution
fastening a DNA loop — have a straightforward explanation when formulated in terms of the appropriate thermodynamic quantities.
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It is often assumed that cellular processes are similar to
chemical reactions occurring in an ideal well-stirred
macroscopic reactor. The cell, however, is a small and
crowded environment in which many events take place at
the same time. At the cellular level, the problem is not so
much how to make two proteins interact but, rather, how
to prevent them from interacting with all the other
proteins they are not supposed to. Concentrations of
the different
O3 molecular species are, therefore, kept low.
To achieve specificity and affinity at the same time, cells
have evolved mechanisms to bring molecules close to
their interaction sites. It is becoming increasingly evident
that this idea, referred to as regulated recruitment, is one
of the unifying principles of the molecular functioning of
living systems [17!!]; DNA looping is just one fundamental example. In this section we present the basic
thermodynamic ideas that will enable us to implement
regulated recruitment in a quantitative manner and apply
it to DNA looping.
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Scheme of the different operator positions on the DNA for the lac operon
and phage l. (a) Location of the main, O1, and auxiliary operators,
O2 and O3, of the lac operon. Binding of the lac repressor to O1
represses transcription of the lacZ, lacY and lacA genes. (b) Location
of the right (OR) and left (OL) operators in phage l. Binding of the l
cI dimer to OR2 activates transcription of its own gene. Binding of cI
dimers to OR1 and to OR3 prevents transcription of cro and cI genes,
respectively.

tively. For the increase in the local concentration to be a
valid argument to explain DNA looping, the repressor
needs to be bound to the auxiliary site in the first place.
How is it then possible that a weaker operator can help
the binding to O1?

One key point — perhaps the most important piece of
information — is that the free energy of binding, DG bind,
can be decomposed into two main contributions:
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cannot suppress expression).
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level almost 100 fold.
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effective concentration of lac repressor near O

bound to Om : In principle, one might think of a
more detailed description of the system, e.g.
including states for the repressor bound nonspecifically to DNA or freely diffusing in the cell.

Figure 2. Representative states of the binding of the
repressor to (a) one and (b) two operators. Transcription
takes place only in the states (i) and (iii), when Om is
not occupied. The arrows indicate the possible transitions between states. Note that in a a single unbinding
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Scheme of the different operator positions on the DNA for the lac operon
and phage l. (a) Location of the main, O1, and auxiliary operators,
O2 and O3, of the lac operon. Binding of the lac repressor to O1
represses transcription of the lacZ, lacY and lacA genes. (b) Location
of the right (OR) and left (OL) operators in phage l. Binding of the l
cI dimer to OR2 activates transcription of its own gene. Binding of cI
dimers to OR1 and to OR3 prevents transcription of cro and cI genes,
respectively.
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Transcription Factory
RNA polymerase occurs in highly enriched foci:
Transcription factories
b

living Bacillus subtillis, P. Cook(Nature Genetics,2002)
349

Cook’s model of transcription factories
• formation of complexes

containing RNA polymerase
and transcription factors

• DNA / chromatin loops

back due to affinity between
DNA and proteins

mechanism of
factory formation?

The solenoid model
• Co-regulated genes are regularly
spaced on DNA/chromatin.

• Transcription factors induce loops
by linking co-regulated genes

• Spontaneous organization of focal
points of transcriptional activity

• Spontaneous organization of
DNA / chromatin in solenoid

F. Kepes,JMB,2003

Transcription foci
Multiple active genes and gene clusters are often located
together at places in the nucleus that have high local
concentration of transcription and m-RNA machinery.

Transcription foci
Multiple active genes and gene clusters are often located
together at places in the nucleus that have high local
concentration of transcription and m-RNA machinery.

•

Actively transcribed genes that are separated by up to 40Mb of
chromosomal sequence frequently co-localize in the same
transcription factory.

Transcription foci
Multiple active genes and gene clusters are often located
together at places in the nucleus that have high local
concentration of transcription and m-RNA machinery.

•
•

Actively transcribed genes that are separated by up to 40Mb of
chromosomal sequence frequently co-localize in the same
trasncription factory.
Genome is organized into loops and looping plays an important
role in controlling gene activity by bringing distant genes together
so that they can bind to local concentrations of local proteins.
Chaklova et al, Nature Reviews, Genetics,2005
Fraser and Bickmore, Nature 2007
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factors
We assume:
Many protein binding domains (N) on DNA.
Each binding domain has K binding sites.
Bivalent transcription factor(TF) that can bind to
two binding sites from two different domains.
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of a single DNA loop with one looping protein: The looping
protein binds to single binding sites in two binding domains (each binding domain has K binding
sites), leading to a binding free-energy gain of fb . A DNA loop leads to a entropy loss s.

Agglomeration via DNA looping

No loop, no linker bound:
∆F = 0

Agglomeration via DNA looping

One loop, one linker bound:
∆F = −Eb + T ∆S

Agglomeration via DNA looping

Two loops, two linkers bound:
∆F = −2Eb + 2T ∆S

Agglomeration via DNA looping

Two loops, three linkers bound:
∆F = −3Eb + 2T ∆S

Mean-field modeling

Mean-field modeling

‣ can be modeled via the network of protein contacts
• N binding sites are nodes
• M doubly bound proteins are links
‣ each link contributes binding energy −Eb
‣ each connected component of n nodes contributes (n − 1)T ∆S
∆F = −M Eb + T ∆S

!
n

(n − 1)Ncc (n)

‣ each CC of n nodes might contain up to n(n − 1)/2 links

Mean-field modeling

∆F

= −M Eb + T ∆S

!
n

(n − 1)Ncc (n)

= −M Eb − T Ncc ∆S + const

Partition function:
Z=

!

graphs

exp

"

1
M Eb + Ncc ∆S
T

#

An equivalent random-graph ensemble

• a priori distribution of a sparse random graph
P0 (G|γ, N ) = e−γN

! γ "M
N

• weighted with respect to number of connected components
1
P (G|γ, q, N ) =
P0 (G|γ, N ) q Ncc
Z(γ, q, N )

Random graph with maximum degree K
K binding sites per binding domain.
Number of ways of binding d proteins to a binding domain:
! "#
1 N
γ $d #
γ $N −d
pd =
1−
Θ(K − d)MK,d
N d
KN
KN

Probability of a graph G, with L(G) edges:
#!
%
γ
γ
K!
1 !"
$
(1 −
)δJi,j ,0 +
δJ ,1
Θ(κ −
Ji,j )
P ({Ji,j }, γ, N ) =
N i<j
KN
KN i,j
K
−
J
i,j
j
i
j

Random graph with maximum degree K
For finite K, we assume: adding a typical vertex/edge to a large
random graph, does not change its properties significantly.

P (C, d; γ, N + 1) =
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Random graph with maximum degree K
For finite K, we assume: adding a typical vertex/edge to a large
random graph, does not change its properties significantly.

P (C, d; γ, N + 1) =

!

Kd (∆C)P (C + ∆C; γ, N )

∆C

Kd (∆C) : extra weight of adding a new vertex

π: probability of finding free binding site inside the giant component.
(K − d¯in )ν
π=
¯
K
−
d
d

Kd (∆C) ∝ pd

!

d0 =0

π d0 (1 − π)d−d0 δ(∆C, d − d0 − δ(d0 , 0))

Three order parameters in the system π, ν, γ , given by:
ν

π

= 1−
=

c =

!

q

"K

γπ
q − 1 + 1 + K(1+x)
#
$
1
(1 − ν)Kx
νK − c +
K −c
1+x
%
&
#
$ K−1
K(1 − ν)x
1+(q−1)π 1+ν(q−1) K
q−1+
q(1 + x)
1−π
1−ν

ν : fraction of binding domains inside the giant component.

π : probability of finding free binding site inside the giant component.
c : average number of transcription factors/binding domain.

(1

Expanding around the fixed point :
{ν, π, γ} = {0, 0, cqK/(K − c)}

π=

2K[c(K−1)−K]
− c2 (K−1)[2+K(q−2)]

Percolation transition for

q < qcritical = 2 − 2/K
at:

ccritical = K/(K − 1)

Phase Diagram:
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K → ∞ : usual random graph with poisson degree
distribution.
K = 2 : cont. transition for q<1 for c = 2

Comparison with simulations
K=20, N=5000,M=2000
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Length dependence
Assuming DNA to be a Gaussian chain, entropy loss:
3
sl = ln(l/l0 )
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Summary
Transcription factories are a result of multiplicity of
binding domains (with K>2).
As entropy cost of loops increases, the formation of cluster
happens at lower and lower concentration of TFs (consistent
with experimental observations for λ phage ).

We obtained the full phase diagram for atypical
random-graphs (with weight associated with number of
clusters) for finite degree cutoff.

